
Sunday 11th January 2015 

Waltham Sunday League Division One Match at St. Mary's School, Cheshunt 
 

Kick-Off: 10.33.a.m. 
 

Result: AC ENFIELD ........................2 EDMONTON ROVERS.................. 2 Half-Time: 1-1 
 

SHIRT NUMBER TEAM (4-3-3 / 4-4-2 76) GOAL TIMES 

1 GK Alan BARNARD   

6 RB Terry MOORE   

3 CH George STAHLMANN    

18 CH Tyronne PETRIE   

5 LB Krishan SINGH   

4 RCM/CM 76 Danny HAGAN (Captain)   

16 CM Holding/CM 76 Daniel CASCOE   

7 LCM/LM76 Tem ADIL   

9 RCF Leon McKENZIE-McKAY OFF 76  

14 CF Lexton HARRISON OFF 87 40 Mins. 

11 LCF/CF76 Daniel DALEY  58 Mins. 

SUBSTITUTES 

10 RM Ryan FOREMAN ON 76  

15 CF Jack BANGS ON 87  

12 Not Used  Tony ECCLES   

17 Not Used Ivan BASS   

OWN GOALS Scored For Us: 
 

MANAGER: Simon Jackson CLUB LINESMAN: Tony Eccles 

ATTENDANCE: 19 OTHER CLUB MEMBERS PRESENT: L.Hughes 

OPPONENTS’ FAIR PLAY MARK (Out of 10): 8 OUR FAIR PLAY MARK (Given by Opponents): T.B.A. 

REFEREE: John Stockman REFEREE’S MARK (Out of 100): CONFIDENTIAL 

BOOKINGS: Danny Hagan & Ben Osei-Poku (AC Enfield) (Ungentlemanly Conduct...43 Mins.)   

SENDING-OFFS: None 

WEATHER CONDITIONS: Sunny with freezing cold strong wind across the pitch. 

STATE OF PITCH: Soft with fairly long grass. Small pitch. 
 

UNAVAILABILITY:  (One Player) Grant Baker (GK) (Working) 

 Saturday/Sunday Drop-Outs: None 

OPPONENTS’ LINE-UP (4-2-3-1):  1. Sean Bannon (GK); 4. Mark Davis (RB), 2. Diego Dafonte (CH), 5. Colin Taitt (CH),  

3. David Yelmis (LB); 15. Ben Richardson (RCM), 9. Dan Reardon (LCM…Captain); 16/12. Ben Osei-Poku (RW),   

13. Simon Brown (IF), 11. Jordan McKenzie (LM); 17. Jamel George (CF) 

 Subs.:  16. Neil Seon (On for Brown...37 Mins.), 8. Fikret Ulug (On at HT for Richardson), 7. Carl Jacobs (On for McKenzie...55 Mins.) 
 

OPPONENTS’ GOALSCORERS:  S.Brown (14 Mins.), George (66 Mins.) 
 

 

MATCH REPORT 

We came into this match having not played for the past four weeks whereas our opponents AC Enfield had the big advantage of having played 

on the 4th January. However, at least we had no less than 19 players available for Manager Simon Jackson to choose from, with the only 

player missing being goalkeeper Grant Baker, who was unable to get out of work commitments. That meant defender Alan Barnard had to 

take over between the sticks again, but thankfully we had plenty of other central defenders available with George Stahlmann now back from 

a two-month trip to China and recent signing Tyronne Petrie also returning after missing our last match before the Christmas break. With 

Tyronne and George both having only had one training session together before this match though, it meant we were a bit uncertain 

defensively early on and with the sun right in our faces in the First Half we found things difficult and went1-0 down after just 14 minutes 

when Simon Brown got on the end of a throw-in to turn in the area and beat Barney with a low shot that rather squirmed it's way in. 

Although we had all turned up well before 10.00 and had a proper warm-up this time...in stark contrast to our 6-0 defeat in the 

corresponding match last season...we could well have found ourselves 5-0 down at Half-Time again if AC Enfield had taken all their First Half 

chances like they did in that match, but Lexton Harrison gave us a lifeline against the run of play in the 40th minute when he outjumped 

giant defender Diego Dafonte to head in Krishan Singh's looping corner and send us into the break on level terms. We had certainly shown a 

lot more effort and commitment than we did in either match against them last season though, so with the low sun behind us and the near 

gale-force wind calming down a bit in the Second Half, it then became a much more even match, and if anything we should have then gone 

on to win the game, especially when Daniel Daley put us 2-1 up in the 58th minute with a toe-poked finish past keeper Sean Bannon after 

outpacing the AC Enfield defence in a run from well inside his own half. However, forward Jamel George made it 2-2 just eight minutes later 

with an equally good solo goal when he turned Tyronne Petrie inside out and hit a swerving shot past Barney and that was probably a fair 

result in the end, even though George Stahlmann (with a far post header from another Krishan Singh corner) & Daley both had chances to 

nick the three points for us. With AC Enfield currently second in the table and us having lost to them every time we have played them 

previously in a competitive match though, we certainly would have taken a draw before the game, and it is now three matches unbeaten 

since Jacko took over as Manager...with some help from Terry Moore for one match of course. 

                                                                                                                                                                                   LAURENCE HUGHES 


